Case History
I’m a celebrity, get me Rainbow in here
Kerry Katona; the “Face of Iceland”, OK Magazine columnist, author,
actress and winner of “I’m a celebrity get me out of here” in 2005,
Key Facts
called in the specialised technicians at Rainbow International to
clean the carpets of the new home she moved into following her
wedding.

Service

Due to building alterations that had taken place and damaged
caused when Kerry and her family’s belongings were moved into
their home; there was a large amount of dust and dirt that had
unfortunately been trodden into the luxurious carpets throughout
the house.

n

Kerry called upon Rainbow International due to their excellent
reputation in this area of cleaning, and Rainbow International did
not disappoint her. The Rainbow franchisees in Culcheth &
Altrincham were on hand to ensure the timely and precise cleaning
of the carpets, so Kerry and her family could settle properly in their
new home.

Services Employedvals

n

Accidental Damage
Carpet & upholstery clean

Location
n

n

Cheshire

Specialist Carpet Cleaning

In total the carpets from 3 of the bedrooms, an office, the landing
and the staircase all had the treatment of Rainbow’s deep carpet
cleaning system, which returned them back to their luxurious
appearance prior to the damage caused from the building alterations
and the moving in of their belongings.
Rainbow’s local Operations Manager said “It was a relatively simple
job for our technicians to do, but one that needed great care and
attention due to the carpets being very high quality. The owners
were expecting the carpets to look and feel brand new again after
their deep clean treatment; and I’m pleased to say that the carpets
came up to their expectations. Our celebrity client was extremely
pleased with the quality of service she received.”
Kerry confirmed this by stating “The carpets were rather mucky after
the move, and the children were running in and out of the garden
for several days before we had a chance to put some mats down in
the appropriate places. Rainbow has a very good reputation in this
area, so they were the natural choice when I needed a really
professional clean, and they certainly lived up to expectations.”
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